1. Introduction disc of the complex plane endowed with metric p dp-# If I is a discrete group preserving A and a € L is not fixed by any non-identity transform of I, then we may construct the Dirichlet region centered at a, denoted Do, as follows Do: {z e A: p(z,o) < p(r,7(a)) for all7 € f \/}. and set I : ({.8"}), n 2 2. We first need to show that I is a discrete group and we do this by exhibiting a non empty packing for the action of I on the upper half-plane. For each n let Cn be the circle centered on the real axis and intersecting this axis at the points 3(n!)3 and .8,(3(n!)3). Note that .8, is an elliptic transform of order two and so preserves the circle C,n.
(1 -lln')r' -r ln')' Suppose then that {Tn: n:1,2,3,...} C I and T"(o)no + 0 for every n. Our first observation is that f {f"(m)} is a bounded set of reals then {p(r"@),i)} is bounded and hence so is {p(o,""-'(i))}. The theorem follows after observing that ot t 02 eventually leave any compact set so that they lift to half-geodesics which do not end at conical limit points.
3. The set of simple points Our aim in this section is to consider the relationship between the set of simple points and the other subclasses of the limit set with which we have been concerned. We first need a condition which will enable us to recognize horocyclic limit points. Throughout this section we will be working in the upper half-plane model of hyperbolic space. 
